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Reviewer's report:

This paper describes the use of endothelial progenitor cells in alleviating an animal model of IgAN.

The chosen animal model is not a widely used model of IgAN and I have concerns over how this model reflects human disease.

Major Compulsory Revisions

No other animal organs are described in the paper- I would like to see if the EPC entered any other organs, also did they enter non-diseased kidneys? In Fig 4 it is unclear whether "normal" is pre-injection of EPC or a normal kidney exposed to EPC - the authors need to clarify.

Was there any sign of other organ dysfunction in these rats—either due to the induction of IgAN or as a result of EPC injection?

Figure 6 is too small as presented to really discriminate any differences between groups- images need to be magnified significantly.
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